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Chapter 1 : The Dialectical Behavior Therapy Skills Workbook : Matthew McKay :
The Dialectical Behavior Therapy Skills Workbook, a collaborative effort from three esteemed authors, offers
straightforward, step-by-step exercises for learning these concepts and putting them to work for real and lasting change.
Start by working on the introductory exercises and, after making progress, move on to the advanced-skills chapters.

For this reason, consider the source of any given document. We cannot give advice, but we can talk about our
experiences on our DBT journey. In this regard, I hope we can help one another. If you are looking for a DBT
provider in your area, you can also click here , to view resources set up before the above database. If you are
in a crisis, please dial The website owner is legally unable to advise. I recently invented a game to play with
my year-old grandson. When he or I stops to use a DBT skill to communicate when we are frustrated with the
other person, we take a quarter from the jar. The possibility for riches is endless. Because of your input,
exchange of information and donations , you are making a difference in the lives of many people. This section
represents some of my favorite internet authors whose writing is both helpful and conversational. The group
also includes training and coaching. Find a variety of Diary card formats that you can download and adapt to
your needs as well as an explanation about the purpose of the cards and practical ways to use them. This is a
brief overview of the skills. In-depth explanations will return soon. Heads Up to Advertisers: It was always
my wish that that the site could be supported by donations alone. I am adapting to circumstances as we all
must do. I appreciate your patience. Email conversations about the many aspects of trying to use DBT skills in
daily life. Some of the topics are: Together we are making a difference for one another! For more information
on Kiera and the book, click here. The writing is very clear and accessible. The author of this website shares
some personal experiences about using DBT as well as essays about dealing with suffering.
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The Dialectical Behavior Therapy Skills Workbook: Practical DBT Exercises for Learning Mindfulness, Interpersonal
Effectiveness, Emotion Regulation and Distress Tolerance, , pages, Matthew McKay, Jeffrey C. Wood, Jeffrey Brantley.

Overview[ edit ] Linehan observed "burn-out" in therapists after coping with "non-motivated" patients who
repudiated cooperation in successful treatment. DBT strives to have the patient view the therapist as an ally
rather than an adversary in the treatment of psychological issues. One of her contributions was to alter the
adversarial nature of the therapist-client relationship in favor of an alliance based on intersubjective tough
love. All DBT can be said to involve 4 components: Individual â€” The therapist and patient discuss issues
that come up during the week recorded on diary cards and follow a treatment target hierarchy. Self-injurious
and suicidal behaviors, or life-threatening behaviors, take first priority. Second in priority are behaviors which,
while not directly harmful to self or others, interfere with the course of treatment. These behaviors are known
as therapy-interfering behaviors. During the individual therapy, the therapist and patient work towards
improving skill use. Often, a skills group is discussed and obstacles to acting skillfully are addressed. Group
â€” A group ordinarily meets once weekly for two to two and a half hours and learns to use specific skills that
are broken down into four skill modules: The meeting occurs weekly and serves to support the therapist in
providing the treatment. Phone coaching is brief and limited to a focus on skills. No one component is used by
itself; the individual component is considered necessary to keep suicidal urges or uncontrolled emotional
issues from disrupting group sessions, while the group sessions teach the skills unique to DBT, and also
provide practice with regulating emotions and behavior in a social context. Relevant discussion may be found
on the talk page. Ideas in this article should be expressed in an original manner. December Mindfulness[ edit ]
A diagram used in DBT, showing that the Wise Mind is the overlap of the emotional mind and the reasonable
mind. Mindfulness psychology Mindfulness is one of the core ideas behind all elements of DBT. It is
considered a foundation for the other skills taught in DBT, because it helps individuals accept and tolerate the
powerful emotions they may feel when challenging their habits or exposing themselves to upsetting situations.
The concept of mindfulness and the meditative exercises used to teach it are derived from traditional Buddhist
practice, though the version taught in DBT does not involve any religious or metaphysical concepts. The
practice of mindfulness can also be intended to make people more aware of their environments through their 5
senses: Acceptance and Change[ edit ] The first few sessions of DBT introduce the dialectic of acceptance and
change. The patient must first become comfortable with the idea of therapy; once the patient and therapist
have established a trusting relationship, DBT techniques can flourish. An essential part of learning acceptance
is to first grasp the idea of radical acceptance: These skills, specifically, are what set DBT apart from other
therapies. Often, after a patient becomes familiar with the idea of acceptance, they will accompany it with
change. DBT has five specific states of change which the therapist will review with the patient:
Precontemplation is the first stage, in which the patient is completely unaware of their problem. In the second
stage, contemplation, the patient realizes the reality of their illness: It is not until the third stage, preparation,
that the patient is likely to take action, and prepares to move forward. This could be as simple as researching
or contacting therapists. Finally, in stage 4, the patient takes action and receives treatment. In the final stage,
maintenance, the patient must strengthen their change in order to prevent relapse. After grasping acceptance
and change, a patient can fully advance to mindfulness techniques. It is helpful in understanding what is going
on in any given situation. DBT recommends developing a "teflon mind", the ability to let feelings and
experiences pass without sticking in the mind. It is to be used without judgmental statements. This helps with
letting others know what one has observed. Once the environment or inner state of mind has been observed
with 5 senses, the individual can put words to observations and thus better understand the environment. There
are many "scripted" meditations available on YouTube; for example: How to do it The Body Scan: You listen
to the body scan and you allow your mind to focus on each aspect of your physical self, usually starting at
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your toes and ending at the top of your head. As you listen to the body scan and allow your mind to focus in
on the body, you will notice your "busy mind" will come into consciousness. You will notice that thoughts and
feelings will attempt to distract you from focusing on each part of your body. You will notice that some of the
thoughts and feelings may be distressing to you. You may want to stop the meditation because it might be very
painful emotionally or physically or because you are having negative or busy thoughts. Sometimes memories
may surface and they may also be difficult emotionally to accept. How to do Mindful Meditation involves
learning to acknowledge the thoughts, feelings and memories without needing to fight them or chase them
away. If we try to fight them, they seem to get bigger; but when we move into acceptance, they seem to get
smaller. We enter the mindfulness meditation body scan, 3 minute meditation or other meditation sessions
with no goals and with a non-striving stance. Again, if we enter with a goal to "fix my problems by
meditating", that goal and pressure to fix something tends to make the problems bigger. Nonjudgmentally This
is the action of describing the facts, and not thinking in terms of "good" or "bad," "fair," or "unfair. Being
nonjudgmental helps you to get your point across in an effective manner without adding a judgment that
someone else might disagree with. One-mindfully This is used to focus on one thing. Effectively This is
simply doing what works. It is a very broad-ranged skill and can be applied to any other skill to aid in being
successful with said skill. Distress tolerance Many current approaches to mental health treatment focus on
changing distressing events and circumstances such as dealing with the death of a loved one, loss of a job,
serious illness, terrorist attacks and other traumatic events. This task has generally been tackled by
person-centered, psychodynamic , psychoanalytic , gestalt , or narrative therapies, along with religious and
spiritual communities and leaders. Dialectical behavior therapy emphasizes learning to bear pain skillfully.
Distress tolerance skills constitute a natural development from DBT mindfulness skills. They have to do with
the ability to accept, in a non-evaluative and nonjudgmental fashion, both oneself and the current situation.
Since this is a non-judgmental stance, this means that it is not one of approval or resignation. The goal is to
become capable of calmly recognizing negative situations and their impact, rather than becoming
overwhelmed or hiding from them. This allows individuals to make wise decisions about whether and how to
take action, rather than falling into the intense, desperate, and often destructive emotional reactions that are
part of borderline personality disorder. Activities â€” Use positive activities that you enjoy. Contribute â€”
Help out others or your community. Comparisons â€” Compare yourself either to people that are less fortunate
or to how you used to be when you were in a worse state. Emotions other â€” cause yourself to feel something
different by provoking your sense of humor or happiness with corresponding activities. Push away â€” Put
your situation on the back-burner for a while. Put something else temporarily first in your mind. Thoughts
other â€” Force your mind to think about something else. Sensations other â€” Do something that has an
intense feeling other than what you are feeling, like a cold shower or a spicy candy. You use it by doing
something that is soothing to you. It is used in moments of distress or agitation. Imagery â€” Imagine relaxing
scenes, things going well, or other things that please you. Meaning â€” Find some purpose or meaning in what
you are feeling. Prayer â€” Either pray to whomever you worship, or, if not religious, chant a personal mantra.
Relaxation â€” Relax your muscles, breathe deeply; use with self-soothing. One thing in the moment â€”
Focus your entire attention on what you are doing right now. Keep yourself in the present. Vacation brief â€”
Take a break from it all for a short period of time. Encouragement â€” Cheerlead yourself. Tell yourself you
can make it through this and cope as it will assist your resilience and reduce your vulnerability. Accept your
situation for what it is. It should be used with radical acceptance. Let go of a willful stance which goes against
acceptance. Keep your eye on the goal in front of you. Emotional self-regulation Individuals with borderline
personality disorder and suicidal individuals are frequently emotionally intense and labile. They can be angry,
intensely frustrated, depressed, or anxious. This suggests that these clients might benefit from help in learning
to regulate their emotions. Dialectical behavior therapy skills for emotion regulation include: This segment
relates directly to mindfulness, which also exposes a patient to their emotions. While using opposite-reactions,
the patient targets distressing feelings by responding with the opposite emotion.
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Chapter 3 : DBT Handouts & Worksheets | DBT Peer Connections
A Clear and Effective Approach to Learning DBT Skills. First developed for treating borderline personality disorder,
dialectical behavior therapy (DBT) has proven effective as treatment for a range of other mental health problems,
especially for those characterized by overwhelming emotions.
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